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of intact gram-negative bacterial endotoxins†
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and Jennifer S. Brodbelt*a

Re-modelling of lipopolysaccharides, which are the primary constituent of the outer cell membrane of

Gram-negative bacteria, modulates pathogenesis and resistance to microbials. Reported herein is the

characterization of intact Gram-negative bacterial lipooligosaccharides (LOS) via a new strategy utilizing

online liquid chromatography (LC) coupled with ultraviolet photodissociation (UVPD) mass spectrometry.

Compared to collision-based MS/MS methods, UVPD and UVPD/HCD promoted a greater array of

cleavages within both the glycan and lipid moieties, including C–C, C–N, C–O cleavages in the acyl

chains as well as glycosidic and cross-ring cleavages, thus providing the most far-reaching structural

characterization of LOS. This LC-MS/MS strategy affords a robust analytical method to structurally

characterize complex mixtures of bacterial endotoxins that maintains the integrity of the core

oligosaccharide and lipid A domains of LOS, providing direct feedback about the cell envelope

architectures and LOS modification strategies involved in resistance of the host innate immune defense.
Introduction

Lipopolysaccharides (LPS) are the chief component of the outer
cell membrane of Gram-negative bacteria and play a key role in
the innate immune response during pathogenic invasion.1–4 In
general, LPS possesses a complex structural architecture
comprised of a hydrophobic glycolipid domain (called lipid A)
and a hydrophilic polysaccharide chain containing a core
oligosaccharide and a distal O-antigen polysaccharide tail
(Fig. 1). Some bacteria possess LPS lacking the O-antigen; these
LPS are alternatively called rough LPS (R-LPS) or lip-
ooligosaccharides (LOS). Breakdown of the cell membrane
releases LPS which creates a potent immunological response via
the recognition of the lipid A moiety by the mammalian
microbial recognition receptor, Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4).4

This event triggers a signaling cascade that promotes the
production of pro-inammatory cytokines; the net outcome can
either lead to benecial bacterial clearing or may cause the
potentially deadly hyper-immune response known as endotoxic
shock.4 For many mucosal pathogens including Haemophilus
inuenza, Campylobacter jejuni, and pathogenic Neisseria,
dynamic structural variation of the LOS plays a key role in
bacterial infection and human disease.
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Structural remodeling of LPS/LOS facilitates Gram-negative
pathogenesis in various capacities, such as evasion of host
defense systems, and resistance to antimicrobials. Due to
Fig. 1 Structural diagram showing the lipid A, core polysaccharide and
O-antigen components of lipopolysaccharides. Lipooligosaccharides
(LOS) are lipopolysaccharides containing only core polysaccharides
and the lipid A anchor.
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limited methods for structural analysis of intact LPS/LOS, much
of the progress in understanding LPS/LOS modications has
focused on lipid A.1,3 Lipid A synthesis is largely conserved
among Gram-negative bacteria, but it is now established that
lipid A post-synthetic modications are diverse and frequent
among bacteria.1,3 Many lipid A modications are adaptations
to enhance resistance to cationic antimicrobial peptides
(CAMPs) and modulate their detection from the host TLR4-
myeloid differentiation factor 2 (TLR4-MD2) immune
receptor.1,3,5 CAMPs, such as host defensins and polymyxin
antibiotics, are a class of positively charged amphipathic
peptides that attach to the negatively charged bacterial surface
and embed into the membrane, disrupting membrane stability
and cellular function.6 Cationicmodications of the lipid A with
the addition of aminoarabinose, glycine or phosphoethanol-
amine moieties limit the interaction between lipid A and
CAMPs and afford CAMP resistance.3,7 Other important lipid A
modications including changes in the number and location of
the acyl chains, variations of the phosphorylation pattern, and
hydroxylation of the acyl chains have been implicated in the
down regulation of the TLR-4 response.8 However, connections
between lipid A modication and the nature of the oligosac-
charide attached to particular lipid A moieties are lost when
using analytical methods that entail hydrolysis prior to struc-
tural analysis, a common practice adopted in many conven-
tional workows.

The LPS core and O-antigen regions vary not only between
species but also among strains of the same species. For example,
E. coli has ve known core structures and many different
O-antigen regions, both of which can be further modied in
response to various environmental stresses.4 Several reports
demonstrate that various chemical groups, such as additional
sugars, and phospho-form groups like phosphate, phosphoe-
thanolamine and phosphorylcholine can be transferred onto the
LPS core regions giving rise to immunological diversity.3,4 Simi-
larly, O-antigen can be customized through glycosylation,9

acetylation,10 addition of phosphoryl constituents,4 and ligation
of acidic repeats such as colonic11 and sialic acids.12 Such
modications have historically been difficult to characterize, yet
they play important roles in bacterial survival within a host and
affect the treatment of infectious disease. The improved analysis
of core and O-antigen modications could also accelerate
vaccine development for organisms for which the LPS on the
bacterial surface is a major protective antigen.13 Until now,
conserved epitopes in the LOS/LPS among certain pathogenic
bacteria have been difficult to identify due to the natural
heterogeneity within each strain and diverse core modications
each employs. Thus, there is an underlying need to develop
robust methods for identifying and characterizing intact LPS
and LOS that cover the gram-negative bacterial surface.

Mass spectrometry over the past two decades has been
adopted as the standard method for lipid A and LPS structural
analysis.14–19 Mass analysis of intact LOS has largely been per-
formed using MALDI-MS14–18 due to the underlying solubility
issues of LOS which have inhibited efficient ionization by ESI.
In fact, few studies have reported the characterization of intact
LPS and LOS by mass spectrometry,14–22 and instead the LPS are
4292 | Chem. Sci., 2014, 5, 4291–4301
chemically treated to partition lipid A species and oligosac-
charides that are subsequently analyzed by tandem mass
spectrometry.5,23–41 This latter approach typically relies on mild
acid or alkaline hydrolysis or hydrazine treatment to deacylate
the lipid A moieties or to remove the glycan chains.42 This work-
around is problematic because hydrolysis degrades acid and
base labile modications such as the phosphoethanolamine,
diphosphate, aminoarabinose or acetate groups and eliminates
important structural information from analysis.

Once the lipid A or polysaccharide groups are isolated, they
are typically analyzed via tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) to
generate diagnostic fragmentation patterns to characterize the
structures. Collision induced dissociation (CID)5,17,22–40 and
infrared multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD)29,41 have been
utilized to elucidate lipid A structures. CID in particular is the
benchmark method MS/MS method for elucidation of lipid A
structures, but several stages of sequential ion activation are
frequently required to adequately characterize the complex
structures. There still remain many challenges for the structural
characterization of intact LOS. As a promising alternative, UVPD
is a higher energy activation method that has demonstrated
advantages over CID for characterization of a wide range of
biopolymers (including lipids, proteins, peptides, nucleic acids,
and glycans).41,43–66 Hybrid activation methods consisting of
UVPD in conjunction with CID or electron transfer dissociation
(ETD) have also been developed as a means to yield even richer
fragmentation patterns.44,46 We have explored UVPD at 193 nm
for characterization of glycolipids, including lipid A, and found
that UV photoexcitation promotes extensive C–C, C–N, C–O,
glycosidic and cross-ring cleavages which contribute to the highly
informative fragmentation patterns observed upon UVPD.41,61–66

UVPD has allowed unusual modications to be accurately pin-
pointed and isobaric species to be differentiated.41,61–66

The development of better ionization and MS/MS strategies
has advanced the characterization of lipid A and to a lesser extent
LOS, but analysis of complexmixtures affords yet another hurdle.
LPS and LOS exhibit an exceptional level of structural heteroge-
neity, a factor that can inhibit the detection of low abundance
but immunologically relevant species using offline MS/MS
methods and makes separation of confounding isobaric
components essential. Chromatographic methods offer the best
option for analysis of complex mixtures of bioanalytes, although
successful implementation for LPS remains non-trivial.67–71, 79–84

Many of the separation methods, just like the mass spectro-
metric analytical methods, have relied on acid hydrolysis of the
lipid A and the glycanmoieties, a feature which makes it difficult
to match the polysaccharide portions to the corresponding lipid
A anchors for bacterial species that contain heterogeneous
mixtures of up to several dozen different inner-core LPS types.
Several HPLC-based methods have reported using ion pairing-
based reversed phase separations for the analysis of LPS and LOS
polysaccharides,67–71 but there is yet to be a HPLC-MS method to
analyze intact LPS and LOS without incorporating supplemental
and potentially degrading derivatization techniques.6

Here we report the development of UVPD-MS and a hybrid
MS/MS technique termed UVPD/HCD to characterize intact LOS
using an Orbitrap mass spectrometer. We compare the UVPD
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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methods to conventional CID and HCD for analysis of LOS from
various mutants of E. coli. The photoactivation MS/MS strategy
provides a diverse array of fragments to characterize both the
lipid A and core moieties within intact lipooligosaccharides. We
also report the successful LC-MS analysis of intact, under-
ivatized lipooligosaccharides that allows both qualitative and
quantitative characterization of LOS mixtures while minimizing
sample preparation artifacts. The simultaneous analysis of the
LOS core and lipid A modications provides insight into LPS/
LOS global cellular architectures, a direct reection of the
immunogenicity and barrier capability of the outer membrane.

Experimental
Lipooligosaccharides and solvents

Kdo2-lipid A (waaCwaaF) LOS was purchased from Avanti Polar
Lipids, Inc. (Alabaster, AL). LOS from the E. coli (K12 strain) BN1
and waaQwaaG mutants of strain BN1 (BN1 DwaaQwaaG) was
isolated from cultured cells using the hot water phenol extrac-
tion method as previously described.8 Solvents for HPLC-MS
and direct infusion were purchased from Sigma Aldrich,
(St. Louis, MO).

Mass spectrometry

All mass spectrometry and LC-MS experiments were performed
using a Thermo Scientic Orbitrap Elite mass spectrometer
(Bremen, Germany) modied to perform ultraviolet photodis-
sociation (UVPD) using a recently described set-up.72 All MS
experiments were infused using the instrument's electrospray
(ESI) source with a voltage set to 4 kV. Direct infusion experi-
ments were performed using 5 mM LOS solutions in 50 : 50
chloroform : methanol at a ow rate of 3 mL min�1. All UVPD
experiments were performed using a Coherent ExiStar XS ArF
excimer laser (Santa Clara, CA) producing 5 ns, 6 mJ pulses at
193 nm at a pulse repetition rate of 500 Hz. For all experiments,
ten pulses were used. Due to the high divergence of the laser
and lack of focusing/collimating optics, it is estimated that less
than 1% of the beam enters the HCD cell. Higher collision
energy dissociation (HCD) experiments were typically per-
formed using a normalized collisional energy of 40% and a 0.1
ms activation time. For CID experiments, precursor ions were
typically activated for 10 ms in the high pressure cell of the dual
linear ion trap using a NCE energy of 25% and detected in the
Orbitrap mass spectrometer. Hybrid HCD/UVPD was performed
by simultaneously activating ions in the HCD cell at a HCD
energy of 40% NCE along with simultaneous exposure of the
ions to ten laser pulses. CID experiments were performed using
the default isolation q value of 0.25. All MS/MS experiments
were performed using a precursor isolation width of 3 m/z.

Liquid chromatography

LOS separations were performed using a Dionex Ultimate 3000
microbore liquid chromatography system (Sunnyvale, CA).
Approximately 1 microgram of sample was directly injected
onto a XBridge C8 column from Waters (3 mm � 100 mm, 3.5
micron particles) column. Aer LOS was injected onto the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
column. Mobile phase A consisted of 50 : 50 methanol : water
with 0.05% NH4OH andmobile phase B consisted of 40 : 40 : 20
isopropyl alcohol : chloroform : methanol with 0.05% NH4OH.
Separations were performed using a 25 minute linear gradient
at a ow rate of 300 mL min�1 starting at 15%mobile phase B to
70%mobile phase B before holding at 70%mobile phase B for 5
minutes and re-equilibrating for 5 minutes at 15% mobile
phase B. ESI survey mass spectra were collected using a m/z
range of 700–2000 and MS/MS experiments were performed as
described above.
Results and discussion

Analysis of intact E. coli LOS were undertaken using both direct
infusion and HPLC-based strategies in conjunction with CID,
HCD, UVPD and a new hybrid activation technique described
here termed UVPD/HCD. These methods were compared using
wild type BN1 and BN1 mutant LOS from E. coli. As reported for
lipid Amolecules,41,61–66 UVPD of LOS results in a diverse array of
fragmentation pathways for which there is no simple nomen-
clature or shorthand notation (as commonly used for the frag-
mentation of peptides, oligosaccharides and nucleic acids).
Thus, the very rich MS/MS spectra upon UVPD are conveyed as
fragmentation maps which display the bond cleavages (and sets
of cooperative cleavages) that are consistent with the m/z values
of the resulting product ions. Briey, cleavage sites are
numbered on the structures of each LOS and the fragment ions
arising from those cleavages are listed next to numbered
cleavage sites. Each MS/MS spectrum is accompanied by a
fragmentation map.

Fig. 2, which shows the MS/MS spectra of deprotonated
Kdo2-lipid A (z ¼ 3�), is distilled to the series of fragmentation
maps in Fig. 3 and Table S1.† For this lipid, one key glycosidic
cleavage that occurs between lipid A and the Kdo2 disaccharide
is labelled as site (3), and a number of the fragment ions
observed in Fig. 2 are consistent with cleavage at site (3) (which
may occur in conjunction with additional cleavages). The
products which directly correspond to the resulting lipid A and
Kdo sugar moieties are observed as ions of m/z 898.11 (z ¼ 2�)
and 439.11 (z ¼ 1�) (like the ones seen in the CID spectrum in
Fig. 2A), but in some cases there are other related fragment ions
that arise from multiple cleavage sites. For example, the frag-
ment ion of m/z 784.00 (z ¼ 2�) in Fig. 2A is attributed to the
same glycosidic cleavage (3) in addition to the loss of the myr-
istoyl chain via cleavage site (5) in Fig. 3. Therefore, the ion ofm/
z 784.00 (z¼ 2�) is affiliated with cleavage sites (3) and (5) in the
fragmentation map. The fragmentation maps provide a conve-
nient way to show the scope of cleavages that occur for the
complex LOS molecules, ranging from simple phosphate and
acyl chain losses to more elaborate pathways such as cross ring
and carbon–carbon bond cleavages which are unique to UVPD.
MS/MS characterization of E. coli Kdo2-lipid A

Kdo2-lipid A is a truncated LOS produced by a K12 E. colimutant
strain which lacks functional heptosyl transferases WaaC and
WaaF that prevent further elongation of LOS sugars. Kdo2-lipid
Chem. Sci., 2014, 5, 4291–4301 | 4293
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Fig. 2 Tandem mass spectra of the triply deprotonated Kdo2-lipid A [Mr ¼ 2237.34] (A) CID, (B) HCD, (C) UVPD and (D) UVPD/HCD. Expanded
regions betweenm/z 880–1115 andm/z 1765–2000, respectively, are displayed below the UVPD spectrum. Fragmentationmaps of Kdo2-lipid A
and the fragment ions associated with each of the ion activation methods are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 MS/MS fragmentation maps of the LOS Kdo2-lipid A [Mr ¼ 2237.34] using CID, HCD, UVPD/HCD, and UVPD. Cleavages specific to UVPD
or UVPD/HCD are shown in red.
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A is frequently used in biological testing due to its signicant
activation of the TLR4 receptor. This glycolipid consists of two
acidic Kdo (3-deoxy-D-manno-oct-2-ulosonic acid) sugars which
are linked to the lipid A via a glycosidic bond at the 60-glucos-
amine (GlcN) carbon. The lipid A anchor consists of two
glucosamine sugars with phosphate groups at the 1 and 40

carbons and a total of four hydroxymyristoyl chains at the 2, 3, 20

and 30 positions via amide and ester bond linkages. The 20 and
30 acyl chains are further modied with lauristoyl and myristoyl
secondary chains, respectively. The CID, HCD, UVPD and
UVPD/HCD mass spectra of deprotonated Kdo2-lipid A (z ¼ 3�)
are shown in Fig. 2, and the corresponding MS/MS fragmenta-
tion maps of the spectra are displayed in Fig. 3. Collisional
activation of Kdo2-lipid A, either by conventional low energy CID
or by beam-type HCD, primarily promoted the C–O glycosidic
cleavage between Kdo2 sugars and lipid A (cleavage site (3)) as
evidenced by the dominant fragment ions ofm/z 439.11 (z¼ 1�)
and 898.11 (z ¼ 2�) which agrees with previous reports using
CID.73 Additionally, secondary cleavages associated with the
loss of the myristoyl acyl chain (cleavage site (5)) in conjunction
with (3) are consistent with the fragment ions of m/z 784.00 (z ¼
2�) and 1359.01 (z ¼ 1�). A product ion of m/z 1717.24 (z ¼ 1�)
is consistent with cleavage at site (3) along with the loss of a
phosphate group. The products of m/z 669.04 (z ¼ 3�) and
1004.06 (z ¼ 2�) correspond to cleavage site (5), loss of the
neutral or charged myristoyl fatty acid group. The CID and HCD
fragmentation patterns of Kdo2-lipid A are very similar, with
both providing only a very limited number of fragment ion types
that provide relatively little conrmatory information about the
other acyl chains or nature of the attached sugar groups. UVPD
resulted in a much richer fragmentation pattern, as illustrated
for Kdo2-lipid A in Fig. 2C as well as the fragmentation map in
Fig. 3. Two of the more congested regions of the UVPD mass
spectrum are expanded below Fig. 2C (m/z 880 to 1110 and m/z
1770 to 2000) to illustrate that the fragment ions are resolvable
with good signal-to-noise, allowing the assignment of accurate
masses. UVPD generated a number of complementary fragment
ion pairs (B/Y, C/Z) and cross ring cleavages (A/X) ions which are
useful for the elucidation of the polysaccharide composition as
well as the assignment of their branching patterns. The glyco-
sidic and cross ring cleavages are enumerated as cleavage sites
(16), (17) and (18). In addition diagnostic C–O and C–N cleav-
ages associated with sites (6), (7), (11), (12) and (13) result in
other key fragment ions upon UVPD which help map the set of
acyl chains attached to the lipid A molecule (although not
revealing the specic location of each chain). Moreover, several
C–C bond cleavages (9), (10), (12), and (15) were uniquely
observed upon UVPD and are crucial for identication of the
absence or presence of acyl chain modications that confer
CAMP resistance (as noted upon UVPD of lipid A molecules).62

Although UVPD provides the greatest array of fragment ions,
it also leads to electron photodetachment which produces the
notable product ion labelled as [M � 3H] (z ¼ 2�) (m/z 1117.6)
in Fig. 2C. In essence, UV photoabsorption promotes charge
reduction of the selected precursor ion via detachment of an
electron, resulting in an intact radical-type species. Because this
pathway is uninformative, the UVPD process was combined
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
with simultaneous HCD to create a hybrid activation method,
UVPD/HCD, with the objective of converting the dead-end
charge-reduced electron photodetachment ions into diagnostic
product ions. Hybrid activation of biopolymers has provided
benets over individual activation methods in several previous
studies of peptides, nucleic acids, and lipids.41,44,46–48,58,59,74 For
example, activated-electron photodetachment (a-EPD), in which
UVPD is followed by low energy CID, has been utilized for
analysis of lipid A.41 In an Orbitrap mass spectrometer in which
UVPD occurs in the HCD cell at the back end of the instrument,
the natural hybrid combination is UVPD with HCD. The
resulting hybrid UVPD/HCD spectrum for Kdo2-lipid A is shown
in Fig. 2D. Compared to UVPD alone, the hybrid UVPD/HCD
method resulted in production of fewer ion types, and the
signicant photodetachment ion observed in Fig. 2C is absent
in Fig. 2D, presumably converted into other products by the
supplemental HCD activation. The most abundant ions
observed in the HCD spectrum (Fig. 2B) are also seen in the
hybrid spectrum (Fig. 2D). Most interestingly, many of the
product ions observed in the UVPD spectrum (Fig. 2C) appear 1
Da lower in mass in the UVPD/HCD spectrum (Fig. 2D). This
outcome is entirely consistent with the fact that these mass-
shied ions likely arise from HCD of the electron photo-
detachment charge-reduced precursor. In fact, both UVPD and
to an even greater extent UVPD/HCD generated a number of
fragment ions that exhibited hydrogen migration suggesting
that they were generated via a radical mechanism, which has
been reported in other UVPD studies of other biopoly-
mers.41,43–66 Although UVPD/HCD did not provide any new
structural information over UPVD, the dissociation efficiency of
UVPD/HCD was greater than UVPD alone and the array of
observed fragment ions exceeded that of HCD alone, thus
providing information about both the lipid A and inner core
regions of Kdo2-Lipid A. One notable difference between CID,
HCD, UVPD and UVPD/HCD is the variation in the relative
abundances of doubly charged fragment ions. (Fig. S1†). CID,
HCD, and UVPD yielded more abundant multiply charged
(mostly z ¼ 2�) fragment ions, whereas UVPD/HCD generated
more abundant singly charged radical fragment anions. Overall
there were notable benets of UVPD and the hybrid UVPD/HCD
method such that they might be utilized in a complementary
fashion for LOS analysis. Additional examples of UVPD and
UVPD/HCD spectra and their associated fragmentation maps
are described in the next section.
LC-MS/MS characterization of E. coli BN1 DwaaQwaaG and
wild type BN1 LOS

The chromatographic separation of LPS and LOS is a difficult
challenge due to inherent solubility issues. The most commonly
reported separationmethods require hydrolysis or derivatization
of LOS but at the cost of removal of informative structural
features such as acyl chains or modications. We recently
reported a new method for the LCMS separation of hydrophobic
lipid A species in complexmixtures.70 Briey, this system utilized
a mixed aqueous/organic solvent system to separate individual
hydrophobic species prior to MS/MS analysis. The mobile phase
Chem. Sci., 2014, 5, 4291–4301 | 4295
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was applied as a gradient starting with 50 : 50 methanol : water
and the addition of 0.05% NH4OH and a 40 : 40 : 20 mixture of
isopropyl alcohol : chloroform : methanol supplemented with
0.05% NH4OH for the best solubility, separation and ESI ioni-
zation of intact lipids.66 Here we utilize optimized a similar
gradient for separation and analysis of LOS.

LOS were extracted from E. coli (strain BN1) with mutations
in the WaaQ and WaaG glycosyltransferases (termed BN1
DwaaQwaaG) which prevented the attachment of the outer core
hexoses and resulted in incorporation of a single inner core
heptose. Deep rough LOS mutants missing their outer core
saccharides exhibit higher anti-microbial sensitivity which has
been attributed to a decreased outer membrane permeability
barrier and poor activity/binding of phosphotransferases.75

Such LOS truncations impede bacterial tness through the loss
of phosphorylation sites within the LOS/LPS inner core. This
prevents neighboring LOS/LPS molecules to properly stabilize
and withstand the presence of antimicrobials.76 For the result-
ing mixture of LOS, the chromatographic trace, one represen-
tative UVPD/HCD mass spectrum, and the corresponding
fragmentation map for the predominant LOS are illustrated in
Fig. 4. The survey ESI-mass spectra obtained from proling the
chromatogram of the BN1 DwaaQwaaG mixture revealed the
presence of six LOS (Fig. S2†). The most abundant LOS species
is a hexa-acylated lipid A decorated with two Kdo sugars and two
heptoses (hexa-acyl waaQwaaG). However, analogous penta-acyl
and tetra-acyl LOS species eluted just prior to the hexa-acylated
waaQwaaG (Fig. 4 and S2†).

Hexa-acylated waaQwaaG was subjected to HCD, UVPD, and
HCD/UVPD, and the resulting UVPD and HCD/UVPD mass
spectra are displayed in Fig. 4B. Additional examples of HCD,
UVPD and UVPD/HCD mass spectra are provided in Fig. S3–
S12† for the other variations of the waaQwaaG LOS (ones con-
taining four to six acyl chains). As expected, based on the far
simpler fragmentation pattern afforded by HCD of the Kdo2-
lipid A above, the HCD mass spectrum of the hexa-acylated
waaQwaaG (Fig. S7†) exhibited prominent cleavages at sites (1),
(3) and (5) but did not provide a sufficient number of fragment
ions to condently map the entire LOS structure. Several serial
MS/MS events (MSn) could be used to provide additional frag-
mentation information at the cost of diminishing ion signal
and difficult implementation on an LCMS time scale.

UVPD of hexa-acylated waaQwaaG yielded many informative
fragment ions which supported the elucidation of the hydro-
philic tetrasaccharide core and the hydrophobic lipid A anchor
(Fig. 4B). In particular the array of glycosidic cleavages (at sites
(1), (2), (3), (4), (15) and (16) in Fig. 4B) allowed the character-
ization of the inner core structure and a number of C–O, C–N
and glucosamine bond cleavages (at sites (5) through (13), (19),
(24) and (25)) provided conrmation of the lipid Amoiety. UVPD
of hexa-acylated waaQwaaG also provided many additional
cross-ring glycan cleavages (i.e. cleavages (11), (20)–(23), (26),
and (27)) which aided in the elucidation of the complex core
branching.

With respect to the hybrid method, UVPD/HCD (Fig. 4C)
provided ample and diverse diagnostic fragments to charac-
terize and identify the LOS structural variation within the BN1
4296 | Chem. Sci., 2014, 5, 4291–4301
DwaaQwaaG mixture, with greater dissociation efficiency and
thus sensitivity than UVPD alone, albeit with none of the cross-
ring cleavages unique to UVPD alone. In particular, the frag-
ment ions of m/z 1796 (hexaacylation), 1587 (pentaacylation)
and 1359 (tetraacylation) in the UVPD/HCD mass spectra
(Fig. 4C and also Fig. S3–S6† for other LOS) provided a direct
indication of the number of acyl chains within the intact lipid A
anchor of the LOS, while glycosidic and cross ring cleavages
within the lipid A anchor ((11)–(13)) allowed the determination
of the acylation pattern between the different glucosamine rings
arising from the deacylase modications. A rich array of C–O,
C–C and C–N secondary cleavages within the lipid A moiety
(cleavages (5)–(10), (19)) in Fig. 4C further conrmed the
composition of the lipid A acyl chains. Furthermore the UVPD/
HCD fragments from cleavage (3) to yield the inner core unit
and companion lipid A, respectively provided a simple and
general diagnostic means to identify whether the core glyco-
form was modied with PPEtN (m/z 1026 as observed in Fig. S5
and S6†) or without the PPEtN moiety (m/z 823 as observed in
Fig. 4 and S3 and S4†). Additional glycosidic cleavages within
the core sugars ((1)–(3), (15) and (16) in Fig. 4) occurred upon
UVPD/HCD and allowed the characterization of the heptose and
Kdo linkages. HCD alone of the same BN1 DwaaQwaaG LOS
species (Fig. S7 to S10†) generally only resulted in cleavage of
the linkages between the lipid A and LOS moieties or the Kdo
sugars, limiting the characterization of either the hydrophobic
or hydrophilic moieties. As noted above, UVPD generated a
greater number of cross ring cleavages ((20)–(23), (26) and (27))
than UVPD/HCD, as illustrated in Fig. 4 and S11 to S12.† It is
these cross ring cleavages which are key for characterization of
the branching patterns of glycans of complex biopolymers.56,61

Mass differences of 203 Da between the dominant molecular
ions (z ¼ 2�) observed in the ESI mass spectra of the BN1
DwaaQwaaG LOS (Fig. S2†) suggested that additions of pyro-
phosphoethanolamine (PPEtN), a modication that is respon-
sible for stabilizing lipid membranes and conferring CAMP
resistance, occurred for each of the different LOS cores. The
PPEtN modication occurs by a combination of the enzymes
waaP (a LOS kinase) and CptA (a phosphoethanolamine (pEtN)
transferase). Quantifying the relative amounts of LOS modi-
cations like PPEtN provides insight into cell membrane struc-
tural stability which directly impacts bacterial viability and
growth. The portion of PPEtN-modied LOS in the LOS
obtained from the K12-waaQwaaG strain was calculated (based
on integration of peak areas from the extracted ion chromato-
graphic traces) to be 27� 1% of the total BN1 DwaaQwaaG LOS.
Gram negative bacteria are known to modulate their LOS/LPS
acylation patterns to adapt to and resist environmental/anti-
bacterial stresses.3 The three acylation patterns (tetra, penta,
hexa) identied for the BN1 DwaaQwaaG LOS sample were
quantitated and are summarized in Table S2 (using the raw
peak areas shown in Table S3†). The tetra-acylated waaQwaaG
was the least abundant lipid A anchor (15%), followed by the
penta-acylated waaQwaaG (27%), and the hexa-acylated waaQ-
waaG (58% of the total sample) was the most dominant LOS
anchor in the mixture. The variation of PPEtN addition depen-
ded to some extent on the acylation pattern of the lipid A
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Fig. 4 LC-UVPD-MS analysis of lipooligosaccharides from E. coli BN1 DwaaQwaaG culture. (A) LC-MS trace (top left) of a mixture of LOS from
E. coli BN1 DwaaQwaaG culture, (B) UVPD mass spectrum (top right) and (C) UVPD/HCD mass spectrum (lower right) of a hexa-acylated BN1
DwaaQwaaG LOS (z ¼ 3�) [Mr ¼ 2621.46]. The expanded region betweenm/z 1000 and 1300 of the UVPD spectrum is shown on the top right.
The fragmentation map of hexa-acylated waaQwaaG LOS is shown on the bottom left and the corresponding fragment ions associated with
each mass spectrum are shown adjacent to each spectrum.
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anchor. In particular the ratio of PPEtN-modied to unmodied
LOS was approximately 0.3 : 1 for the tetra-acylated and penta-
acylated LOS, but it was 0.4 : 1 for the hexacylated LOS. Quan-
tication of LOS modications is a difficult analytical task, and
the LC-MS method here represents a signicant step towards
addressing this challenge.

The LC-MS/MS strategy was implemented for evaluation of
the LOS extracted from an E. coli strain (BN1) which generates
wild type K12 LOS. BN1 was produced to strictly generate the
highly endotoxic, bis-phosphorylated hexa-acylated lipid A.8

BN1 provides insight into the wild type E. coli core glycosylation
patterns and modications. The resulting LC-MS trace and
survey mass spectra of the identied LOS are shown in Fig. 5. A
total of eight unique LOS were identied with mass differences
corresponding to variations in either the lipid A acyl chains or
the core sugar. HCD/UVPD was used to characterize each LOS,
and one representative MS/MS spectrum is shown in Fig. 5c for
waaOwaaQ + PPEtN (a truncated LOS with an inner core con-
taining two Kdo and two heptoses and an outer core with two
hexoses) along with its fragmentation map. As described above,
cleavage site (3) is a key one because it releases the comple-
mentary inner core (m/z 1350.31 for waaOwaaQ-PPEtN) and
lipid A (m/z 1796.21) sub-units. Based on the common occur-
rence of this cleavage site (3) upon UVPD/HCD and formation of
the inner core and lipid A sub-units, the lipid A anchors
were tracked and identied based on the m/z values of the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
characteristic lipid A (m/z 1796, m/z 1586 and m/z 1359 for the
hexa-acyl, penta-acyl, and tetra-acyl lipid A, respectively, in
Fig. S13†). The lipid A moieties were thus determined for each
LOS using a combination of the intact masses of the eluting LOS
(Fig. 5a and b), their diagnostic UVPD/HCD spectra (for example
characteristic fragment ions arising from cleavages (1)–(3) and
(6) and (7) in Fig. 5c), and the known structure of the E. coli
(K12) core.77 Three different lipid A acyl chain patterns were
observed, including the wild type hexa-acylated lipid A anchor
as well as the deacylated penta-acylated and tetra-acylated lipid
A which were akin to the same acylation pattern noted for the
waaQwaaG LOS in Fig. 4. Based on the UVPD and HCD/UVPD
spectra, a total of two LOS glycoforms were identied in the
mixture of wild type E. coli LOS. Both glycoforms were trun-
cated, with the rst containing two Kdo sugars, two heptoses
and two hexoses sugars (waaOwaaQ) and the second glycoform
similar to the rst but with an additional heptose sugar (waaO)
attached in the inner core. The LOS identied exhibited a
mixture of phosphoethanolamine (+PEtN), pyrophosphoetha-
nolamine (+PPEtN) and phosphate (+P) groups attached to the
core sugars. The most predominant core glyco-modications
were additions of phosphates (i.e. waaOwaaQ + P) and pyro-
phosphoethanolamines (i.e. waaOwaaQ + PPEtN) which were
observed for each of the LOS lipid A anchors (tetra, penta
and hexa-acylations). Two additional hexa-acylated LOS were
discovered with multiple additions of phosphate,
Chem. Sci., 2014, 5, 4291–4301 | 4297
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Fig. 5 LC-UVPD-MS of lipooligosaccharides from E. coli BN1 culture. (A) LC-MS trace of identified E. coli BN1 LOS (top left), and (B) survey mass
spectra of the identified LOS (bottom left). (C) The UVPD/HCD mass spectrum of hexa-acylated waaOwaaQ + PPEtN (3�) [Mr ¼ 3148.5 Da] is
shown on the upper right and the accompanying fragmentation cleavagemap is shown on the bottom right. “TA” is an abbreviation for tetra-acyl
and “PA” is an abbreviation for penta-acyl.
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phosphoethanolamine and pyrophosphoethanolamine (waaO +
PPEtN + P and waaOwaaQ + PPEtN + PEtN).

An interesting difference in LOS acylation patterns (tetra,
penta, hexa) was observed between the BN1 E. coli LOS and the
further truncated BN1 DwaaQwaaG LOS samples. The wild
type BN1sample was most frequently hexa-acylated (84%)
(Fig. 6A, calculated using Tables S2–S5†), whereas the BN1
DwaaQwaaG sample displayed only 58% hexa-acylated LOS
(Fig. 6A). Furthermore, the types and the total number of modi-
ed LOS core sugars differed between the BN1 DwaaQwaaG and
BN1 LOS. More specically the BN1 DwaaQwaaG sample was
predominantly unmodied, whereas the BN1 LOS core was
consistently modied with either PPEtN or P moieties (Fig. 6B).
Additionally the distribution of modied LOS core sugars varied
depending on the LOS lipid A acylation pattern and the sample
type. Specically 24–28% of the BN1 DwaaQwaaG LOS core was
modied with PPEtN (Fig. 6B), whereas the BN1 LOS samples
exhibited a wider PPEtN distribution (ranging from 42 to 70%).
This decrease of PPEtN core modication observed in the
BN1 DwaaQwaaG likely reects an increased susceptibility to
antimicrobial attack, a known phenotype associated with
deep-rough LOS mutants with low phosphorylation.75 The tetra-
acylated BN1 LOS was phosphorylated 46% of the time (Fig. 6B),
whereas the BN1 penta-acyl LOS and BN1 hexa-acyl LOS were
modied respectively 30% and 38% of the time. Finally the
hexa-acyl LOS was the only lipid A acyl pattern with multiple
modications of the core.
4298 | Chem. Sci., 2014, 5, 4291–4301
Quantication of the LOS core and lipid A structural
remodeling provides a new avenue of LOS/LPS characterization.
The presented LC-MS method affords the ability to track
changing core modications with respect to lipid A remodeling,
which can be observed in the LOS samples. This interplay of core
modications and lipid A acylation patterns in the BN1 and BN1
DwaaQwaaG systems reveals functional and architectural
differences of the E. coli cell envelope. For example, the BN1
DwaaQwaaG LOS cores were consistently modied regardless of
acylation pattern (Fig. 6B) whereas in the BN1 sample, core
modication was biased toward hexa-acylated lipid A (Fig. 6B).
Truncation of the outer core has been associated with decreased
core phosphorylation and is known to increase susceptibility to
antimicrobial attack,75,78 which is reected in the low CptA/WaaP
activity (PPEtN addition) in the BN1 DwaaQwaaG LOS sample
(Fig. 6). The BN1 LOS sample on the other hand was observed to
have a predominantly completely hexa-acylated lipid A anchor
and diverse core modications, characteristics associated with
outer membrane integrity. Although presented here as a proof of
concept, this methodology could be further utilized to charac-
terize more complex and global LOS/LPS distributions of the cell
membrane. For example, lipid A post-translational modica-
tions enzymes (such as PagP, PagL, LpxR) are known to modu-
late the cell envelope upon exposure to environmental stresses;3

however, it is not well known if these modication enzymes
target lipid A anchors with specic core and O-antigen domains.
Lastly, UVPD is implementable on a large array of mass spec-
trometer platforms including time-of-ight (TOF), ion trap,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Fig. 6 Histograms summarizing (A) the types of lipid A acylation and (B) core modification patterns with respect to acylation pattern for the BN1
and BN1 DwaaQwaaG LOS samples. Values were calculated using the results shown in ESI Tables S2 and S4.†
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Orbitrap, and Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance
(FTICR) instruments, thus providing a powerful and far-reaching
option for the condent structural elucidation of complex lipids.

Conclusions

UVPD and a new hybrid UVPD/HCD method were employed for
the top-down characterization of intact LOS containing both the
inner and outer cores. CID and HCD of intact LOS molecules
were dominated by glycosidic cleavages, limiting their scope for
characterization of either the lipid A or core polysaccharide
moieties. UVPD generated the greatest range of fragment ions,
including those arising from C–O, C–N, C–C cleavages
throughout the LOS structure, as well as glycosidic and cross-
ring cleavages. UVPD-MS outperformed HCD in the sheer
variety of types of fragment ions, especially the informative
cross-ring cleavages, but UVPD/HCD provided the best frag-
ment ion sensitivity. An LC-MS/MS strategy was implemented
for elucidating differences in intact E. coli endotoxin structures,
thus revealing the interplay between core stabilizing modica-
tions and the distribution of remodeled lipid A.
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